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Review of Beverly et al.

Many biological systems show degener-
acy, i.e., the ability to generate the same
output by multiple distinct components
under varying conditions. Degeneracy
contributes to robustness by imparting a
certain degree of redundancy into the net-
work. It also increases adaptability by al-
lowing flexible recruitment of different
elements in a context-dependent manner.
These properties of degeneracy are well
embedded in the nervous system. A single
neuron can project to several downstream
targets, and inputs from multiple neurons
often converge on the same integration
site, where the final output is modulated.
This convergent–divergent feature of neu-
ral connectivity provides an ideal sub-
strate for functional degeneracy (Tononi
et al., 1999).

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans
performs a robust navigational behavior
called negative thermotaxis. When placed
on a thermal gradient at temperatures
higher than its cultivation temperature
(TC), C. elegans migrates toward colder
temperatures near TC. Early studies iden-
tified ciliated AFD neurons as primary
thermosensory neurons; later studies un-
veiled the role of AWC sensory neurons in
negative thermotaxis (Mori and Ohshima,
1995; Biron et al., 2008; Kuhara et al.,

2008). In a recent paper published in The
Journal of Neuroscience, Beverly et al.
(2011) identified the ASI chemosensory
neuron as a new thermosensory neuron
and showed that the three sensory neuron
classes act degeneratively to generate a ro-
bust negative thermotaxis.

By genetic rescue and cell ablation ex-
periments, the authors found that differ-
ent combinations of AFD, AWC, and ASI
neurons are sufficient or necessary for
negative thermotaxis under various culti-
vation and assay temperatures, yet each
responds to temperature stimuli uniquely
in defined contexts. Particularly, ASI
exhibited a stochastic Ca 2� transient in
response to thermal stimuli within a TC-
dependent operating range, distinct from
both AFD and AWC neurons. The au-
thors suggest that the robust negative
thermotactic behavior of C. elegans relies
on functional degeneracy and modula-
tion among thermosensory neurons. The
novel findings emphasize that well speci-
fied conditions are essential to such quan-
titative analysis of animal behavior and its
cellular mechanisms.

An intriguing question, then, is how
the newly identified ASI sensory neurons,
together with other components, are en-
gaged in a degenerate circuit underlying
negative thermotaxis. One early model of
thermotaxis comprises sensory neurons
AFD and AWC, a layer of interneurons
including AIY and AIZ, and a down-
stream command interneuron, RIA (Mori
and Ohshima, 1995; Kuhara et al., 2008;

Garrity et al., 2010). In this model, ther-
motactic movement is regulated by two
counterbalancing forces: AIY underlies a
thermophilic drive that prompts migra-
tion toward higher temperatures, AIZ un-
derlies a cryophilic drive for movement
toward lower temperatures, and RIA bal-
ances these two drives guiding navigational
behavior. How sensory information from
ASI could be integrated into this hypoth-
esized circuit to promote negative ther-
motaxis, as proposed by Beverly et al.
(2011), is not clear. Although ASI neurons
makes some synapses onto AIY and AIZ,
the main synaptic output of ASI is on AIA,
which also has few synaptic connections
with AIZ and none with AIY (White et al.,
1986). It is possible, however that ASI
communicates with AIY or AIZ via neu-
roendocrine signals (Li and Kim, 2008) or
synapses that have not been identified.

The seemingly attractive model of
thermophilic/cryophilic drives described
above was later challenged by multiple
lines of evidence. On one hand, when ex-
amined in the context of navigational
strategy, the roles of several key neurons
involved in thermotaxis do not support
their assumed functions in the two-drive
model. The activity of sensory neurons
AWC and AFD are positively correlated
with animals’ turning rates (Gray et al.,
2005; Chalasani et al., 2007; Biron et al.,
2008); Among the interneurons, AIA and
AIY inhibit turns, AIB and AIZ promote
turns, and ablation of RIA does not affect
turning rates (Wakabayashi et al., 2004;
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Gray et al., 2005). On the other hand, by
analyzing responses to defined thermal
gradient, Ryu and Samuel (2002) found
no evidence for a thermophilic drive at
temperatures below TC; instead, their
results suggested a biased random walk
strategy for negative thermotaxis. C. el-
egans lengthens or shortens run duration
in response to positive or negative tem-
perature changes, respectively, when it
moves through a thermal gradient at tem-
peratures above TC. Thus, the overall nav-
igation is biased toward TC (Ryu and
Samuel, 2002). A key point of this mecha-
nism is the control of run duration (but not
orientation) by turning events. To regulate
turning,thethermosensoryneuronsmaycon-
verge to a final common pathway, such as in-
terneurons or downstream motoneurons that
act as an integrator for sensorimotor
transformation.

Which neuron(s) could serve as the lo-
cus of convergence in such a circuit? The
synaptic connectivity of C. elegans ner-
vous system provides us with some clues
(Fig. 1). AIY is the major postsynaptic
partner of AWC and AFD, and AIA is the
main target of ASI outputs. Among the
layer of interneurons, AIB receives heavy
direct inputs from AIA and AIZ and indi-
rect inputs from AIY via AIZ (White et al.,
1986), which makes it a candidate for the
final common pathway. Functionally, the

AIY–AIZ and AIA–AIB connections are
likely to be inhibitory (Wakabayashi et al.,
2004), whereas, based on behavioral anal-
ysis, the AIZ–AIB connection is likely to
be excitatory (Wakabayashi et al., 2004;
Gray et al., 2005). Considering the roles of
these interneurons in modulating turn-
ing, we hypothesize that inputs from AFD,
AWC, and ASI converge on the AIB in-
terneuron via direct or indirect projec-
tions. How AIB may integrate sensory
information in the degenerate circuit for
negative thermotaxis and whether it is
supported by current evidence are dis-
cussed below.

At temperatures higher than TC, all
three sensory neurons are activated when
they sense warming, except that ASI also
senses cooling (Kimura et al., 2004; Biron
et al., 2008; Kuhara et al., 2008; Beverly et
al., 2011). As temperature rises, AFD may
excite AIB through gap junctions (White
et al., 1986), yet the excitation of AIB may
not be strong enough to promote turning,
which is consistent with the finding that
AFD rescue alone in the tax-4 mutants
cannot restore negative thermotaxis (Bev-
erly et al., 2011). Previous studies found
that AWC excites AIB through AMPA-
type glutamate receptors and inhibits AIY
and AIA through glutamate-gated chlo-
ride channels or neuropeptide receptors
(Chalasani et al., 2007, 2010); because the

AIY–AIZ and AIA–AIB connections are
likely to be inhibitory (Wakabayashi et al.,
2004), all three pathways could excite AIB
neuron as the temperature increases. Al-
though some activation of AWC pro-
motes turning, the failure to restore
negative thermotaxis by rescuing AWC
alone in tax-4 mutants could be explained
by the stochastic property of AWC’s re-
sponse to warming (Biron et al., 2008;
Beverly et al., 2011). In contrast, the sum
effect of AFD/AWC double rescue may
provide sufficient excitation of AIB to ex-
ecute normal thermotactic behavior (Bev-
erly et al., 2011).

The inhibitory inputs of the newly
identified ASI neurons onto AWC could
contribute to the enhancement of nega-
tive thermotaxis when ASI was ablated in
wild-type worms; indeed, this interpreta-
tion is supported by the restoration of
normal navigational behavior with AWC/
ASI double ablation (Gray et al., 2005;
Beverly et al., 2011). The property of ASI–
AIA connection is more complicated be-
cause of the existence of both chemical
synapses and gap junctions (White et al.,
1986). Given that the double rescue of ASI
and AFD in tax-4 mutants results in nor-
mal navigational behavior (Beverly et al.,
2011), it is likely that ASI inhibits AIA and
excites AIB through disinhibition. Thus,
ASI can affect turning frequency in at least

Figure 1. Synaptic connectivity between candidate sensory neurons (cyan ovals) and interneurons (orange ovals) in the hypothesized neural circuit for negative thermotaxis. The lines indicate
synaptic connections between two neurons; the number of synapses is marked and the weights of lines are scaled to the number of synapses.
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two ways: inhibiting AWC neurons that
promote turns and inhibiting AIA neu-
rons that suppress turns. However, since
ASI neurons sense both warming and
cooling (Beverly et al., 2011), the net effect of
ASI activation on turning frequency remains
unclear and awaits further experiments.

A remaining question concerns the role
of RIA neurons in negative thermotaxis.
RIA receives synaptic inputs from both AIY
and AIZ neurons (White et al., 1986). Abla-
tion of AIY or AIZ results in cryrophilic or
thermophilic phenotypes. Based on this, the
earlier model proposed normal thermotaxis
occurs when thermophilic and cryophilic
drives mediated by AIY and AIZ are bal-
anced (Mori and Ohshima, 1995). How-
ever, these effects are mainly observed when
the worms are placed at their TC rather than
at higher temperatures. Considering that
killing RIA or its main targets, RMD and
SMD, did not change turning rates much
(Gray et al., 2005), we speculate that RIA
may integrate sensory information for iso-
thermal tracking at temperatures near TC,
when the hypothesized thermophilic and
cryophilic drives serve in a weathervane
strategy (Garrity et al., 2010). Ablation of
AIY (or AIZ) terminates isothermal track-
ing and the remaining neuron AIZ (or AIY)
biases the migration toward the colder (or
warmer) direction. Whether ASI neurons
are involved in isothermal tracking remains
unclear, but it will not be too surprising if it
is not, given the degeneracy among these
thermosensory neurons.

The wiring diagram of C. elegans ner-
vous system has been dissected at single-
neuron resolution (White et al., 1986),
facilitating the search for structural bases
of functional degeneracy. By integrating
the new findings of Beverly et al. (2011)
with previous literature, we suggest that
thermosensory signals from AFD, AWC,
and ASI converge on the AIB interneuron
in negative thermotaxis, whereas the AIY–
AIZ–RIA network may function mainly in
isothermal tracking. The translocation of
the putative integration locus to AIB fits
the newly identified component ASI into a
coherent circuit, which functions degen-
erately to execute a robust navigational
strategy. We thus provide a testable hy-
pothesis based on the most up-to-date
collection of data for the structural basis
of negative thermotaxis in C. elegans.
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